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NEW IPD PRODUCTS

IPD Now Offers PLG4815615 Cuffed Piston and Liner
Group for Select D3500

IPD is excited to announce the addition of this new
PLG4815615 piston and liner group. This anti-
polishing ring/liner provides increased durability
and reliability while reducing carbon packing and
liner wear. For use in select off-highway
applications such as 776D, 777D, 784C, 785B, 789C,

793C, 992G, 994 and Gen Sets.

Introducing IPD's 1727764 Water Pump for G3304 &
G3306 Engines

IPD's in-house engineering team spent
months developing our own 1727764
water pump for G3304 & G3306. Each
pump is inspected by IPD's quality
assurance team - they even come with a
signed tag so that you know it's been
tested for leakage, pressure and flow. In

addition to the improved quality components, the mounting
gaskets/seals are included. IPD's innovative packaging ensures
these new (not reman) pumps arrive in perfect condition.

The C11 Completes IPD's C-Series Lineup!
IPD now has the PLG3398176 piston and liner
group for C11 engines. The kit includes an IPD-
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designed "bushingless" welded steel piston (17:1
CR), with the latest advanced pin bore geometry
(17:1 CR) for popular 725 and 730 articulated
trucks,966H loaders and 14M motor graders.

Innovative Raised-Edge Liner for 3400 & C15 Engines
IPD is always looking for ways to improve engine
performance and engine life. Our latest innovation is the
1599778CSSPWS liner kit that features a "raised edge" liner
on the outer top surface of the liner flange. The edge
embeds into the graphite material of the head gasket. This

additional clamping force secures the gasket more firmly in place and
provides greater support to the fire ring assembly of the gasket. This
liner also features IPD's unique crevice seal design that reduces liner
movement in the 3400 and C15 engines.

February New Product Listings
These new products listed above are just a few of IPD's latest product launches. To review the entire list
of new products we have available, please click here.

IPD INNOVATIONS

IPD Takes Measures to Ensure Authentic, Genuine Parts
Are those real? Very soon you can expect to see
something shiny and new on your next IPD
package. In upcoming weeks all IPD products will
have a label will have a unique hologram that will
confirm authenticity of your IPD products.

TECHNICAL CORNER

"Piston Designs - So many designs, so little time..."
Piston designs have changed in recent years and the piston you take out
of your engine may look different from the one you need to replace it
with. Check out Engine Professional magazine's Jan-Mar 2021 issue to
read Steve Scott's, IPD's Director of Product Development, article on the
four major piston designs: aluminum, articulated, one-piece steel and
two-piece friction-welded steel so that you can learn their unique
differences.
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http://www.ipdparts.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/EPQ121-IPD.pdf
https://files.constantcontact.com/b51f72a6001/05ef9b81-2648-4893-b141-4e168b20f088.pdf


Are You Following IPD?

Don't miss out on a single product
announcement, IPD innovation, or the latest
news and technical tips. Get to know the sales
and service teams, check out the latest IPD gear
or see what goes on behind the scenes.
Instagram: IPDPartsOfficial
Facebook: IPDPartsOfficial 

Show Us Your IPD Badge!

Over the next month all outgoing orders will
contain a magnetic IPD badge. Take a photo of
where you placed your badge - on your toolbox,
truck, refrigerator, wherever - post it using
#ipdpartsofficial on Instagram or #ipdpartsofficial
on Face Book and we will send you a special IPD
care package!
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